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1. Context
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Governance challenges for 
climate adaptation

• Deep uncertainty, aggravated 
by long term character

• Social complexity

• Controversies

• Institutional fragmentation

• Weakly defined 
responsibilities, risks, goals, 
solutions



Climate adaptation governance
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• Current control-based governance 
modes not apt to deal with wickedness 
of climate adaptation

• Responses in the form of  a multiplicity 
of experiments in climate governance, 
most prominently in cities 
(Wakefield, 2019; Smeds et al., 2018)

• In need of ‘heterogenous practices of 
identifying, calculating and governing 
futures’, so ‘new ways of governing 
future crises amidst uncertainty’ 
(Wakefield, 2019)



Climate adaptation governance
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• Novel governance approaches to guide 
the planning of collective action to 
moderate climate risks and impacts

• Polycentric system of governance with 
multiple venues for decision-making

• Involvement of all sectors in society: 
state, market & civil society



Reactive pathway: 

Alleviate undesirable impacts 
after the impact  - emergency 
response programs

Proactive pathway: 
Reduce the risk of undesirable 
climate impacts occurring in the 
future:
▪ Proactive spatial planning: no building 

in flood prone areas

▪ Hard Infrastructure: dykes, dams, 
sluices, sewers, culverts

▪ Green infrastructure: green space, 
green roofs, permeable paving

▪ Adapt buildings



Anticipatory 
governance
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Governing 
the present 
to adapt or 

to shape 
uncertain 

futures

Muiderman, K., Gupta, A., 
Vervoort, J., & Biermann, F. 
(2020). Four approaches to 
anticipatory climate 
governance: Different 
conceptions of the future 
and implications for the 
present. WIREs Clim
Change, 673. 



Mobilizing citizens to co-create new futures for proactive adaptation
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Citizens are essential actors in making a place more climate-resilient and sustainable:  

• they can improve the quality of new climate policies and plans with their holistic, 

locally grounded perspectives; 

• they are needed to support the implementation of new climate policies and plans; 

• they can implement certain adaptation measures themselves 

Local authorities often underline the role of citizens in climate action but many 
experience difficulties with organizing citizen participation in a way that is 
meaningful to both citizens and policymakers

‘The future’ is often a rather abstract thing to people. That requires some practical 
tools that help them structure this process of thinking and designing 



2. Introduction 
to the toolbox
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Towards a climate-resilient future
together

A toolbox with participatory foresight methods, tools and examples from climate and food governance



“[…] for municipalities and 
policymakers, NGOs and 
community leaders/organizers, 
and third parties 
(e.g. consultants)”
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3. Application 
example
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Futuring for 
Dordrecht 
‘Vogelbuurt’

‘Close-knit island community’ 

‘Innovative connections’

http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/395211 Marschutz et al. (2020) 

http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/395211


Close-knit island community visioning



Close-knit island community backcasting



Outcomes of futuring workshop for close-knit island community

• Community energy, community 
green, community cooperation

• Important role for municipality in the 
beginning to initiate and activate 
several short-term activities

• Future challenges: linking funds of 
different municipal departments; 
decentralization of tasks, ownership 
for community
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Thank you for your attention! 

The link to the toolbox can be found here

https://www.uu.nl/sites/default/files/Foresight methods toolbox.pdf


More information:

Dr. Heleen Mees, Universiteit Utrecht

h.l.p.mees@uu.nl

https://www.uu.nl/staff/HLPMees

mailto:h.l.p.mees@uu.nl
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